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medical coverage for the traveling student
VTTUVEFOUTUSBWFMJOHPWFSTFBTtGPSFJHOTUVEFOUTUSBWFMJOHUPUIFVT
FNFSHFODZNFEJDBMFWBDVBUJPOtSFQBUSJBUJPOtIPVSBTTJTUBODFTFSWJDF
DPNQSFIFOTJWFDPWFSBHFQSFNJVNT
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insurance QSPHSBN

schedule PGCFOFGJUT

Thousands of students and other educational professionals
travel internationally each year. These travelers experience
both the educational benefit and the thrill of studying outside
of their home country. Proper medical coverage is required in
order to protect against unforeseen events. Seven Corners has
established Liaison® Student to provide valuable benefits to
students and other educational professionals when they travel
outside of their home country.

"MM$PWFSBHFTBOE#FOFGJUTBSFJO64%PMMBS"NPVOUT
6OMFTTPUIFSXJTFNFOUJPOFE EFEVDUJCMFT DPQBZT DPJOTVSBODFBOECFOFGJUTBSF
considered on a Per Injury/Sickness basis.

Whether you are a foreign national studying in the United
States for several years or a U.S. citizen studying abroad, Liaison®
Student is designed to protect you during your time away from
home.

"DDJEFOU4JDLOFTT.FEJDBM.BYJNVNT
Lifetime

$250,000 Primary Insured
$50,000 Spouse/Child

%FEVDUJCMFo1FS*OKVSZPS*MMOFTT

Non U.S. Students: $100 if not first
USFBUFECZUIF4UVEFOU)FBMUI$FOUFS
PSJGUIFSFJTOP4UVEFOU)FBMUI$FOUFS 
$50 if first treated by the Student
)FBMUI$FOUFS
U.S. Citizens: Options: $50 / $0

$P1BZo1FS8SJUUFO1SFTDSJQUJPO
PG.FEJDJOF

Non U.S. Students: $10 for Generic
BOEGPS#SBOE/BNF 
U.S. Citizens: $0 for Generic and $0
GPS#SBOE/BNF

Coinsurance

Plan 1: 80% to $10,000, then 100% to
plan maximum
Plan 2: 100% to plan maximum

#FOFGJU1FSJPE

Covered Expenses incurred during the
Period of Coverage

Unexpected Recurrence of a
1SF&YJTUJOH$POEJUJPO

Non U.S. Students:/"
U.S. Citizens: Up to $500

.BUFSOJUZ

Covered as any other illness

.FOUBM*MMOFTT

Inpatient: Payable at 50%, up to
 VQUPBNBYPGEBZT
Outpatient: Payable at 80% , up to $500

"MDPIPMBOE%SVH"CVTF

Inpatient/Outpatient: Payable at
50%, up to $1,000

*OKVSJFTGSPNB.PUPS7FIJDMF"DDJEFOU

Non U.S. Students: $10,000
U.S. Citizens:6QUP1PMJDZ.BYJNVN

4QPSUTSFMBUFE*OKVSJFT

Non U.S. Students: $5,000
U.S. Citizens:6QUP1PMJDZ.BYJNVN

%FOUBM FNFSHFODZ 

$250 per tooth to a maximum of $500

&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPO

$100,000

3FQBUSJBUJPOPG.PSUBM3FNBJOT

$25,000

Emergency Reunion

$5,000

"DDJEFOUBM%FBUI%JTNFNCFSNFOU

$10,000 per Insured
 QFS4QPVTF%FQFOEFOU$IJME

Physiotherapy

$500

4QJOBM.BOJQVMBUJPO

$500

"NCVMBODF4FSWJDF

$350

)PNF$PVOUSZ$PWFSBHFo
*ODJEFOUBMUSJQTUPUIF*OTVSFET
)PNF$PVOUSZ

30 days of coverage up to a maximum
of $1,000 during period of coverage

)PNF$PVOUSZ&YUFOTJPOPG#FOFGJUT

Up to $1,000, expenses must be
incurred within 30 days of returning to
UPZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZEVSJOHQFSJPE
of coverage

"TTJTUBODF

IPVSTo8PSMEXJEF

why DIPPTFMJBJTPO¥TUVEFOU?
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 t 4 FWFO$PSOFSTIBTCFFOQSPWJEJOHJOUFSOBUJPOBMNFEJDBM
and travel insurance to citizens of all countries since 1993.
 t -JBJTPO4UVEFOUTCFOFGJUTBSFTQFDJGJDBMMZEFTJHOFEBOE
priced for international students.
 t )PVS"TTJTUBODF4FSWJDFJTSFBEZUPBTTJTUJOMPDBUJOH
proper medical care when you are traveling away from
home.

who JTFMJHJCMFGPSMJBJTPO¥TUVEFOU
Non-U.S. Citizens:
International Students, visiting Faculty, Scholars, or other persons
age 12 and older who are temporarily residing outside their
)PNF$PVOUSZ5IF*OTVSFENVTUSFNBJOFOHBHFEJOGVMMUJNF
FEVDBUJPOBMPSSFTFBSDIBDUJWJUJFTPVUTJEFUIFJS)PNF$PVOUSZ
during the Period of Coverage.
Education or research activities shall mean the Insured: 1) is
enrolled and participating in an educational, vocational, cultural
FYDIBOHF PSUSBJOJOHQSPHSBNTBOE IBTBWBMJE+ ) ' . PS
Q Visa.
U.S. Citizens:
"MM6OJUFE4UBUFT4UVEFOUT WJTJUJOH'BDVMUZ 4DIPMBST PSPUIFS
persons with a current passport who are temporarily residing
PVUTJEFUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTBOEBSFFOHBHFEJOGVMMUJNF
educational or research activities.
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description PGCFOFGJUT
who JTFMJHJCMFGPSMJBJTPO¥TUVEFOU  DPOU

medical FYQFOTFT

For Both U.S. citizens and non-U.S. citizens:
Eligible individuals may also purchase coverage for their eligible
EFQFOEFOUT NVTUCFDPWFSFEBMPOHXJUIB1BSFOU "OFMJHJCMF
TQPVTFTIBMMCFEFGJOFEBTUIF1SJNBSZ*OTVSFETMFHBMTQPVTF"O
&MJHJCMF%FQFOEFOU$IJMETIBMMNFBOUIF1SJNBSZ*OTVSFE1FSTPOT
VONBSSJFEDIJME SFO PWFSEBZTBOEVOEFSOJOFUFFO  ZFBST
of age or under 25 years of age if they are attending an accredited
JOTUJUVUJPOPGIJHIFSMFBSOJOHPOBSFHVMBSGVMMUJNFCBTJTBOEPS
wholly dependent upon the Insured Person for maintenance and
TVQQPSU.BYJNVNBHFPGDPWFSBHFJT

This Plan shall pay Reasonable and Customary charges for
$PWFSFE&YQFOTFT FYDFTTPGUIF%FEVDUJCMFBOE$PJOTVSBODFVQ
UPUIF.FEJDBM.BYJNVN JODVSSFECZZPVEVFUPBDPWFSFE*OKVSZ
or Illness which occurred during your Period of Coverage outside
ZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZ FYDFQUBTQSPWJEFEVOEFSUIF)PNF
$PVOUSZ$PWFSBHF "MMCPEJMZEJTPSEFSTFYJTUJOHTJNVMUBOFPVTMZ
which are due to the same or related causes shall be considered
POF%JTBCMFNFOU*GB%JTBCMFNFOUJTEVFUPDBVTFTXIJDI
BSFUIFTBNFPSSFMBUFEUPUIFDBVTFPGBQSJPS%JTBCMFNFOU 
UIF%JTBCMFNFOUTIBMMCFDPOTJEFSFEBDPOUJOVBUJPOPGUIF
QSJPS%JTBCMFNFOUBOEOPUBTFQBSBUF%JTBCMFNFOU5IFJOJUJBM
Treatment of an Injury or Illness must occur within 30 days of the
date of Injury or onset of Illness.

period PGDPWFSBHF
The minimum period of coverage under Liaison Student is 5
EBZT NBYJNVNJTNPOUIT TFF$POUJOVJOH$PWFSBHFTFDUJPO 
Coverage can be purchased in a combination of monthly and/
or daily periods by paying the appropriate plan cost. If you are
studying abroad for an extended period of time, please refer to
i"EEJUJPOBM1FSJPEPG$PWFSBHFwTFDUJPO
3

Only such expenses which are specifically enumerated in the
following list of charges are incurred within your Period of
Coverage, and which are not excluded shall be considered
Covered Expenses:

effective date
:PVSDPWFSBHFXJMMCFHJOBU"./PSUI"NFSJDBO&BTUFSO
Time on the latest of the following:
1. The date Seven Corners receives a completed application and
premium for the period requested; or
 5IF&GGFDUJWF%BUFSFRVFTUFEPOUIFBQQMJDBUJPOPS
 5IFNPNFOUUIF*OTVSFE1FSTPOEFQBSUTUIFJS)PNF$PVOUSZ
airspace; or
 5IFEBUF4FWFO$PSOFSTBQQSPWFTUIFBQQMJDBUJPO

expiration date
$PWFSBHFXJMMFOEBU"./PSUI"NFSJDBO&BTUFSO5JNFPO
the earlier of the following:
 5IFNPNFOUUIF*OTVSFE1FSTPOSFUVSOTUPUIFJS)PNF$PVOUSZ
XJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPG)PNF$PVOUSZ$PWFSBHF PS
 5IFFYQJSBUJPOPGNPOUITGSPNUIF&GGFDUJWF%BUFPG$PWFSBHF
TFF$POUJOVJOH$PWFSBHFTFDUJPO PS
 5IFEBUFTIPXOPOUIF*%$BSEJTTVFECZ4FWFO$PSOFSTPS
 5IFFOEPGUIFQFSJPEGPSXIJDIQSFNJVNIBTCFFOQBJEPS
 5IF%BUFUIF*OTVSFE1FSTPOGBJMTUPCFDPOTJEFSFEBO&MJHJCMF
Person; or
 5IFEBUFNPNFOUUIFNBYJNVNCFOFGJUBNPVOUIBTCFFOQBJE








$IBSHFTNBEFCZBIPTQJUBMGPSTFNJQSJWBUFSPPNBOECPBSE GMPPS
nursing and other services inclusive of charges for professional
TFSWJDFBOEXJUIUIFFYDFQUJPOPGQFSTPOBMTFSWJDFTPGBOPO
medical nature; provided, however, those expenses do not exceed
UIFIPTQJUBMTBWFSBHFDIBSHFGPSTFNJQSJWBUFSPPNBOECPBSE
accommodation.
2. Charges made for Intensive Care or Coronary Care charges and
nursing services.
3. Charges made for diagnosis, Treatment and Surgery by a Physician.
$IBSHFTNBEFGPSBOPQFSBUJOHSPPN
5. Charges made for Outpatient Treatment, same as any other
Treatment covered on an Inpatient basis. This includes ambulatory
4VSHJDBMDFOUFST 1IZTJDJBOT0VUQBUJFOUWJTJUTFYBNJOBUJPOT DMJOJD
care, and Surgical opinion consultations.
$IBSHFTNBEFGPSUIFDPTUBOEBENJOJTUSBUJPOPGBOFTUIFUJDT
$IBSHFTGPS.FEJDBUJPO YSBZTFSWJDFT MBCPSBUPSZUFTUTBOE
services, the use of radium and radioactive isotopes, oxygen, blood,
transfusions, iron lungs, and medical Treatment.
8. Charges for physiotherapy, to a maximum of $500, if recommended
CZB1IZTJDJBOGPSUIF5SFBUNFOUPGBTQFDJGJD%JTBCMFNFOUGPMMPXJOH
hospitalization and administered by a licensed physiotherapist.
%SFTTJOHT ESVHT BOE.FEJDJOFTUIBUDBOPOMZCFPCUBJOFEVQPOB
written prescription of a Physician or Surgeon.
10. Emergency local transportation to or from the nearest hospital
or to and from the nearest hospital with facilities for required
Treatment. Such transportation shall be by licensed ground
ambulance only to a limit of $350, within the metropolitan area in
which you are located at the time the service is used. If you are in a
rural area, and ground ambulance is not available then licensed air
ambulance transportation to the nearest metropolitan area shall
be considered a Covered Expense.
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description PGDPWFSBHF
pre-notification

maternity DPOU

In order to ensure Your claims are addressed as efficiently as possible,
:PVPSUIFQSPWJEFSPGTFSWJDFNVTUDPOUBDU4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUGPS
QSFOPUJGJDBUJPOQSJPSUPBOZNFEJDBM5SFBUNFOUJOUIF64BTXFMMBT
hospital admissions and inpatient / outpatient surgeries incurred
XPSMEXJEF4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUIBTUSBJOFEQFSTPOOFMBWBJMBCMF
IPVSTBEBZ EBZTBXFFLUISPVHIPVUUIFZFBSUPBOTXFS:PVS
questions, provide assistance, and guide You to an appropriate
GBDJMJUZJGOFDFTTBSZ*OUIFDBTFPGBO&NFSHFODZ"ENJTTJPO UIF
"TTJTUBODF$PNQBOZNVTUCFDPOUBDUFEXJUIJOIPVST PSBTTPPO
BTSFBTPOBCMZQPTTJCMF1SFOPUJGJDBUJPOEPFTOPUHVBSBOUFFUIBU
benefits will be paid.

Coverage for a length of stay shorter than the minimum period
mentioned above may be permitted if Your attending physician
determines further Inpatient postpartum care is not necessary
for You or Your newborn child provided the following are met:

unexpected SFDVSSFODFPGBQSFFYJTUJOHDPOEJUJPO

5

(This benefit is only available to U.S. citizens traveling outside
the United States and Canada) This Plan shall pay up to $500
TVCKFDUUPUIFDIPTFO%FEVDUJCMFBOE$PJOTVSBODF GPS$PWFSFE
Expenses resulting from a sudden, unexpected recurrence of a
1SF&YJTUJOH$POEJUJPOXIJMFUSBWFMJOHPVUTJEFUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT
This benefit does not include coverage for known, scheduled,
required, or expected medical care, drugs or treatments existent
PSOFDFTTBSZQSJPSUPUIF&GGFDUJWF%BUFPGDPWFSBHF

maternity
When covered maternity expenses are incurred by You or
Your eligible dependents, the Company will pay Reasonable
$IBSHFTGPSNFEJDBMFYQFOTFTJOFYDFTTPGUIF%FEVDUJCMFBOE
$PJOTVSBODF*OOPFWFOUTIBMMUIF$PNQBOZTNBYJNVNMJBCJMJUZ
FYDFFEUIFNBYJNVNTUBUFEJOUIF4DIFEVMFPG#FOFGJUT BTUP
Covered Expenses during any one period of individual coverage.
You or Your representative must notify the Company of a
Pregnancy within the first trimester.
"TTUBUFEJOUIF4DIFEVMFPG#FOFGJUT CFOFGJUTXJMMCFQBZBCMFGPS
covered expenses You incur before, during, and after delivery of
a child, including physician, hospital, laboratory, and ultrasound
services. Coverage for the Inpatient postpartum stay for You
and Your newborn child in a hospital, will, at a minimum, be for
UIFMFOHUIPGTUBZSFDPNNFOEFECZUIF"NFSJDBO"DBEFNZ
PG1FEJBUSJDTBOEUIF"NFSJDBO$PMMFHFPG0CTUFUSJDJBOTBOE
Gynecologists per their guidelines for perinatal care.

1. In the opinion of Your attending physician, the newborn child
meets the criteria for medical stability in the guidelines for perinatal
DBSFQSFQBSFECZUIF"DBEFNZPG1FEJBUSJDTBOEUIF"NFSJDBO
College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists that determine the
appropriate length of stay based upon the evaluation of:
a) The antepartum, intrapartum, postpartum course of the mother
and infant;
b) The gestational stage, birth weight, and clinical condition of the
infant;
c) The demonstrated ability of the mother to care for the infant
after discharge; and
d) The availability of post discharge follow up to verify the
condition of the infant after discharge; and
 0OF  BUIPNFQPTUEFMJWFSZDBSFWJTJUJTQSPWJEFEUP:PVBU:PVS
SFTJEFODFCZBQIZTJDJBOPSOVSTFQFSGPSNFEOPMBUFSUIBOGPSUZ
FJHIU  IPVSTGPMMPXJOHEJTDIBSHFGPS:PVBOE:PVSOFXCPSO
child from the hospital. Coverage for this visit includes, but is not
limited to:
a) Parent education;
  C "TTJTUBODFBOEUSBJOJOHJOCSFBTUPSCPUUMFGFFEJOHBOE
c) Performance of any maternal or neonatal tests routinely
performed during the usual course of Inpatient care for You
or Your newborn child, including the collection of an adequate
TBNQMFGPSUIFIFSFEJUBSZBOENFUBCPMJDOFXCPSOTDSFFOJOH "U
:PVSEJTDSFUJPO UIJTWJTJUNBZPDDVSBUUIFQIZTJDJBOTPGGJDF 

mental illness
For the purpose of this section, only such expenses, incurred as
UIFSFTVMUPG5SFBUNFOUPS.FEJDBUJPOGPS.FOUBM*MMOFTT XIJDI
are specifically enumerated in the following list of charges,
and which are not excluded, shall be considered as Covered
Expenses:
1. Inpatient Care:
  B $IBSHFTNBEFCZB)PTQJUBMPSNFOUBMJOTUJUVUJPOGPSSPPNBOE
board, floor nursing and other services inclusive of charges for
professional service and with the exception of personal services
PGBOPONFEJDBMOBUVSF QSPWJEFE IPXFWFS UIBUFYQFOTFTEP
OPUFYDFFEUIF)PTQJUBMTPSNFOUBMJOTUJUVUJPOTBWFSBHFDIBSHF
GPSTFNJQSJWBUFSPPNBOECPBSEBDDPNNPEBUJPO
b) Charges made for diagnosis and Treatment by a Physician.
c) Charges made for the cost and administration of anesthetics.
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description PGDPWFSBHF
mental JMMOFTT DPOU

emergency medical evacuation SFQBUSJBUJPO DPOU

  E $IBSHFTGPS.FEJDBUJPO YSBZTFSWJDFT MBCPSBUPSZUFTUTBOE
services, oxygen, and medical Treatment.
  F %SVHTBOE.FEJDJOFTUIBUDBOPOMZCFPCUBJOFEVQPOBXSJUUFO
prescription of a Physician.
2. Outpatient care:
a) Charges made for diagnosis and Treatment by a Physician.
b) Charges made for the cost and administration of anesthetics.
  D $IBSHFTGPS.FEJDBUJPO YSBZTFSWJDFT MBCPSBUPSZUFTUTBOE
services, oxygen, and medical Treatment.
  E %SVHTBOE.FEJDJOFTUIBUDBOPOMZCFPCUBJOFEVQPOBXSJUUFO
prescription of a Physician.

&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPOPS3FQBUSJBUJPONFBOTB ZPVS
medical condition warrants immediate transportation from the
QMBDFXIFSFZPVBSFMPDBUFE EVFUPJOBEFRVBUFNFEJDBMGBDJMJUJFT 
to the nearest adequate medical facility where medical Treatment
can be obtained; or b) after being treated at a local medical facility,
your medical condition warrants transportation with a qualified
NFEJDBMBUUFOEBOUUPZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZUPPCUBJOGVSUIFS
medical Treatment or to recover; or c) both a) and b) above.

Only those expenses specifically described above which are
JODVSSFEXJUIJOUIFGPMMPXJOH-JNJUTGSPNUIFPOTFUPGUIF.FOUBM
Illness and which are not excluded are considered Covered
&YQFOTFT.FOUBM*MMOFTTNVTUGJSTUNBOJGFTUJUTFMGEVSJOHUIF
Period of Coverage.
*OQBUJFOU$BSFo4IBMMCFQBZBCMFBUUP  TVCKFDUUPB
NBYJNVNPGEBZTPG*OQBUJFOUDBSF
0VUQBUJFOUo4IBMMCFQBZBCMFBUVQUPBNBYJNVNPG
7

Covered Expenses are expenses for transportation, medical
services and medical supplies necessarily incurred in connection
XJUI&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPOPS3FQBUSJBUJPO"MM
transportation arrangements must be by the most direct
and economical route. Expenses for special transportation
BOENFEJDBMTVQQMJFTBOETFSWJDFTNVTUCFB QSFBQQSPWFE
BOEPSEFSFECZUIF"TTJTUBODF$PNQBOZBOEC SFRVJSFECZ
the standard regulations of the conveyance transportation.
Transportation means any land, water or air conveyance required
to transport you. Special transportation includes, but is not
limited to, licensed ground and air ambulances, commercial
airlines, and private motor vehicles.

alcohol and drug abuse
return PGNPSUBMSFNBJOT
#FOFGJUTBSFQBJEGPS5SFBUNFOUPSNFEJDBUJPOGPS"MDPIPMBOE
%SVH"CVTF XIJDIBSFOPUFYDMVEFEBOEDPWFSFEVOEFSUIJT
QPMJDZ TIBMMCFDPOTJEFSFEB$PWFSFE&YQFOTF#FOFGJUTTIBMMCF
payable at 50% up to $1,000.

emergency dental treatment
#FOFGJUTBSFQBJEGPS3FBTPOBCMFBOE$VTUPNBSZFYQFOTFTJO
FYDFTTPGUIF%FEVDUJCMFBOE$PJOTVSBODFPGQFSUPPUIVQ
to a maximum of $500, for the emergency repair or replacement
of sound, natural teeth damaged as the result of a Covered
"DDJEFOU

emergency medical evacuation SFQBUSJBUJPO
#FOFGJUTBSFQBJEGPS$PWFSFE&YQFOTFTJODVSSFEVQUP  
for any covered Injury or Illness commencing during Your Period
PG$PWFSBHFUIBUSFTVMUTJOB.FEJDBMMZ/FDFTTBSZ&NFSHFODZ
.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPOPS3FQBUSJBUJPO5IFEFDJTJPOGPSBO
&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPOPS3FQBUSJBUJPONVTUCFQSF
BQQSPWFEBOEBSSBOHFECZ4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUJODPOTVMUBUJPO
with your local attending Physician.

#FOFGJUTXJMMCFQBJEGPS3FBTPOBCMFBOE$VTUPNBSZ$PWFSFE
Expenses incurred up to $25,000, to return your remains to your
)PNF$PVOUSZ JGZPVTIPVMEEJF$PWFSFE&YQFOTFTJODMVEF 
but are not limited to, expenses for embalming or Cremation, a
minimally necessary container appropriate for transportation,
shipping costs, and the necessary government authorizations.
"MM$PWFSFE&YQFOTFTJODPOOFDUJPOXJUIB3FUVSOPG.PSUBM
3FNBJOTPS$SFNBUJPONVTUCFQSFBQQSPWFEBOEBSSBOHFECZ
4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTU

emergency medical reunion
8IFO4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUBOEZPVSBUUFOEJOH1IZTJDJBO
determine that it is necessary and prudent for you to have an
&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPOPS3FQBUSJBUJPO UIJT1MBOXJMM
BSSBOHFUPCSJOHBOJOEJWJEVBMPGZPVSDIPJDF GSPNZPVS)PNF
Country, to be at your side while you are hospitalized and then
BDDPNQBOZZPVEVSJOHZPVSSFUVSOUPZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZ
#FOFGJUTXJMMCFQBJEVQUP GPSBSPVOEUSJQFDPOPNZ
airfare ticket as well as for reasonable travel and accommodation
FYQFOTFTVQUPBNBYJNVNPGEBZT BTQSFBQQSPWFEBOE
BSSBOHFECZ4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTU
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description PGDPWFSBHF
accidental death EJTNFNCFSNFOU

definitions

#FOFGJUTTIBMMCFQBJEUPZPVJGZPVTVTUBJOBOBDDJEFOUBM*OKVSZPS
Loss. The Injury must occur during the Period of Coverage and
death or dismemberment as a result of that accident must occur
XJUIJOEBZTGSPNUIFEBUFPG"DDJEFOU#FOFGJUTQBZBCMFGPS
any such loss shall be in accordance with the following table: If
you incur more than one Loss stated in the following Table as the
SFTVMUPGPOF"DDJEFOU POMZUIFMBSHFTUBNPVOU TIBMMCFQBZBCMF

benefit period shall mean the allowable time period you have to
receive Treatment for a Covered Injury or Illness.
coinsurance shall mean the percentage amount of Covered
&YQFOTFT BGUFSUIF%FEVDUJCMF XIJDIJTZPVSSFTQPOTJCJMJUZUPQBZ
deductible shall mean the amount of Covered Expenses which is your
responsibility to pay before benefits under the Plan are payable.
home country shall mean the country where you have your true,
fixed and permanent home and principal establishment.
inpatient shall mean if you are confined in an institution and are
charged for room and board.
outpatient shall mean if you receive care in a hospital or another
institution, including; ambulatory surgical center; convalescent/
TLJMMFEOVSTJOHGBDJMJUZPS1IZTJDJBOTPGGJDF GPSBO*MMOFTTPS*OKVSZ CVU
who is confined and is not charged for room and board.
pre-existing condition shall mean any Injury or Illness which
meets the following criteria: 1) a condition that would have caused
a person to seek medical advice, diagnosis, care or treatment during
UIFUXFOUZGPVS  NPOUITQSJPSUPUIF&GGFDUJWF%BUFPGDPWFSBHF
under this Policy; 2) a condition for which manifestation, medical
advice, diagnosis, care or treatment was recommended, received,
PSOPUJDFEEVSJOHUIFUXFOUZGPVS  NPOUITQSJPSUPUIF&GGFDUJWF
%BUFPGDPWFSBHFVOEFSUIJT1PMJDZ*GUIF*OTVSFE1FSTPOJTDPWFSFE
VOEFSUIF1PMJDZGPSDPOTFDVUJWFNPOUIT UIF1SFFYJTUJOH
Condition exclusion will no longer apply and any eligible expenses
incurred thereafter will be considered for reimbursement.
reasonable and customary shall mean the maximum amount
that the Plan determines is Reasonable and Customary for Covered
Expenses you receive, up to but not to exceed charges actually
billed. The determination considers: 1) amounts charged by other
Service Providers for the same or similar service in the locality where
received, considering the nature and severity of the bodily Injury
or Illness in connection with which such services and supplies are
received; 2) any usual medical circumstances requiring additional
time, skill or experience; and 3) other factors included but not limited
to, a resource based relative value scale.
spinal manipulation shall mean outpatient treatment in
connection with the detection or correction by manual or
mechanical means of structural imbalance, distortion or subluxation
in the human body for purposes of removing nerve interference as a
result of or related to distortion, misalignment or subluxation of or in
the vertebral column.
treatment NFBOTBTQFDJGJDJOPGGJDFPSIPTQJUBMQIZTJDBMFYBNJOBUJPO
of or care rendered to you, consultation, diagnostic procedures and
services, Surgery, medical services and supplies including medication
prescribed or provided by a Service Provider.

Description of loss

Percent of principal sum

Life

100%

#PUI)BOETPS#PUI'FFUPS4JHIU
PG#PUI&ZFT

100%

0OF)BOEBOE0OF'PPU

100%

&JUIFS)BOEPS'PPUBOE
Sight of One Eye

100%

&JUIFS)BOEPS'PPU

50%

spinal NBOJQVMBUJPO
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#FOFGJUTTIBMMCFQBJEGPS4QJOBM.BOJQVMBUJPOXIJDIJTQSFTDSJCFE 
performed, or ordered by a licensed chiropractor for the relief of
QBJO#FOFGJUTBSFQBZBCMFVQUP

home country coverage
Incidental Trips to the Home Countryo%VSJOH:PVS1FSJPE
PG$PWFSBHF UIF*OTVSFENBZSFUVSOUPUIFJS)PNF$PVOUSZGPS
JODJEFOUBMWJTJUTPGVQUPEBZTQFSZFBS PSQSPSBUBUIFSFPG *G
during an incidental trip home, the Insured suffers an Injury or
Illness, this Plan shall pay up to $1,000 of Covered Expenses for
that Injury or Illness. Treatment for this Injury or Illness must occur
XJUIJOUIF*OTVSFET)PNF$PVOUSZXIJMFPOUIFJODJEFOUBMWJTJU
Home Country Extension of Benefitso5IF1MBOTIBMMQBZVQ
to a maximum of $1,000 for Covered Expenses incurred in your
)PNF$PVOUSZSFMBUFEUPBO*OKVSZPS*MMOFTTXIJDIPDDVSSFE XBT
EJBHOPTFEBOEUSFBUFEPVUTJEFZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZEVSJOHZPVS
Period of Coverage. Only those covered expenses incurred within
EBZTPGZPVSSFUVSOUPZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZTIBMMCFDPOTJEFSFE
eligible.
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exclusions and limitations
exclusions

exclusions DPOU

/P#FOFGJUTIBMMCFQBZBCMFGPS"DDJEFOU.FEJDBM 4JDLOFTT
.FEJDBM .FOUBM*MMOFTT "MDPIPMBOE%SVH"CVTF %FOUBM 
&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPO3FQBUSJBUJPO 3FUVSOPG.PSUBM
3FNBJOT BOE&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM3FVOJPO BTUIFSFTVMUPG
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 "OZ1SFFYJTUJOH$POEJUJPOBTEFGJOFEIFSFVOEFS5IJTFYDMVTJPO
EPFTOPUBQQMZUP&NFSHFODZ.FEJDBM&WBDVBUJPO3FQBUSJBUJPOPS
3FUVSOPG.PSUBM3FNBJOT
2. Injury or Illness which is not presented to the Company for payment
XJUIJOOJOFUZ  EBZTPGSFDFJWJOH5SFBUNFOU
 $IBSHFTGPS5SFBUNFOUXIJDIJTOPU.FEJDBMMZ/FDFTTBSZ
 $IBSHFTQSPWJEFEBUOPDPTUUPZPV
5. Charges for Treatment which exceed Reasonable and Customary
charges;
 $IBSHFTJODVSSFEGPS4VSHFSZPS5SFBUNFOUTXIJDIBSF 
Experimental/Investigational, or for research purposes;
7. Services, supplies or Treatment, including any period of hospital
confinement, which were not recommended, approved and
DFSUJGJFEBT.FEJDBMMZ/FDFTTBSZBOESFBTPOBCMFCZB1IZTJDJBO
 4VJDJEFPSBOZBUUFNQUUIFSFPG TFMGEFTUSVDUJPOPSBUUFNQUUIFSFPG
XIJMFTBOFPSJOTBOF NBZWBSZCZTUBUFPGSFTJEFODF 
 "OZDPOTFRVFODF XIFUIFSEJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZ QSPYJNBUFMZ
or remotely occasioned by, contributed to by, or traceable to, or
arising in connection with:
a) war, invasion, act of foreign enemy hostilities, warlike operations
XIFUIFSXBSCFEFDMBSFEPSOPU PSDJWJMXBS
b) mutiny, riot, strike, military or popular uprising insurrection,
rebellion, revolution, military or usurped power.
c) acting on behalf of or in connection with any organization
with activities directed towards the overthrow by force of the
Government de jure or de facto.
d) martial law or state of siege or any events or causes which
determine the proclamation or maintenance of martial law
or state of siege (Lloyd’s of London has alternative exclusionary
wording. See program summary for details)
10. Injury sustained while participating in professional athletics;
11. Routine physicals, immunizations or other examinations where there
are no objective indications or impairment in normal health, and
MBCPSBUPSZEJBHOPTUJDPSYSBZFYBNJOBUJPOT FYDFQUJOUIFDPVSTFPGB
%JTBCMFNFOUFTUBCMJTIFECZBQSJPSDBMMPSBUUFOEBODFPGB1IZTJDJBO
12. Treatment of the Temporomandibular joint;
13. Vocational, speech, recreational or music therapy;
 4FSWJDFTPSTVQQMJFTQFSGPSNFEPSQSPWJEFECZB3FMBUJWFPGZPVST 
or anyone who lives with you;
15. Cosmetic or plastic Surgery, except as the result of a covered
"DDJEFOUGPSUIFQVSQPTFTPGUIJT1MBO 5SFBUNFOUPGBEFWJBUFE
nasal septum shall be considered a cosmetic condition;
 &MFDUJWF4VSHFSZXIJDIDBOCFQPTUQPOFEVOUJMZPVSFUVSOUPZPVS
)PNF$PVOUSZ XIFSFUIFPCKFDUJWFPGUIFUSJQJTUPTFFLNFEJDBM
advice, Treatment or Surgery;



















17. Treatment and the provision of false teeth or dentures, normal ear
tests and the provision of hearing aids;
18. Eye refractions or eye examinations for the purpose of prescribing
corrective lenses for eyeglasses or for the fitting thereof, unless
DBVTFECZ"DDJEFOUBMCPEJMZ*OKVSZJODVSSFEXIJMFDPWFSFE
hereunder;
19. Treatment in connection with alcoholism and drug addiction, or
use of any drug or narcotic agent, unless otherwise covered under
this policy;
*OKVSZTVTUBJOFEXIJMFVOEFSUIFJOGMVFODFPGPS%JTBCMFNFOUEVF
wholly or partly to the effects of intoxicating liquor or drugs other
than drugs taken in accordance with Treatment prescribed and
directed by a Physician; ;
"OZ.FOUBMBOE/FSWPVTEJTPSEFSTPSSFTUDVSFT VOMFTTPUIFSXJTF
covered under this policy;
22. Congenital abnormalities and conditions arising out of or resulting
there from;
&YQFOTFTXIJDIBSFOPONFEJDBMJOOBUVSF
&YQFOTFTBTBSFTVMUPG PSJODPOOFDUJPOXJUI JOUFOUJPOBMMZTFMG
inflicted Injury or Illness;
25. Expenses as a result of, or in connection with, the commission of a
felony offense;
*OKVSZTVTUBJOFEXIJMFUBLJOHQBSUJONPVOUBJOFFSJOHXIFSF
ropes or guides are normally used; hang gliding, parachuting,
bungee jumping, racing by horse, motor vehicle or motorcycle,
TOPXNPCJMJOH NPUPSDZDMFNPUPSTDPPUFSSJEJOH whether as a
passenger or a driver), scuba diving involving underwater breathing
BQQBSBUVT VOMFTT1"%*PS/"6*DFSUJGJFE TOPSLFMJOH XBUFSTLJJOH 
snow skiing, spelunking, parasailing and snow boarding;
27. Treatment paid for or furnished under any other individual or group
QPMJDZPSPUIFSTFSWJDFPSNFEJDBMQSFQBZNFOUQMBOBSSBOHFE
through an employer to the extent so furnished or paid, or under
any mandatory government program or facility set up for Treatment
without any cost to you;
%FOUBMDBSF FYDFQUBTUIFSFTVMUPG*OKVSZUPOBUVSBMUFFUIDBVTFECZ
"DDJEFOU VOMFTTPUIFSXJTFDPWFSFEVOEFSUIJT1MBO
3PVUJOF%FOUBM5SFBUNFOU
30. For Pregnancy or Illness resulting from Pregnancy, childbirth, or
miscarriage, unless otherwise covered under this Plan;
%SVH 5SFBUNFOUPSQSPDFEVSFUIBUFJUIFSQSPNPUFTPSQSFWFOUT
conception, or prevents childbirth, including but not limited
to: artificial insemination, Treatment for infertility or impotency,
sterilization or reversal thereof;
32. Treatment for human organ tissue transplants and their related
Treatment;
&YQFOTFTJODVSSFEXIJMFJOZPVS)PNF$PVOUSZ FYDFQUBT
QSPWJEFEVOEFSUIF)PNF$PVOUSZ$PWFSBHFBOE)PNF$PVOUSZ
&YUFOTJPOPG#FOFGJUT$PWFSBHF
& YQFOTFTJODVSSFEEVSJOHBIPTQJUBMFNFSHFODZWJTJUXIJDIJTOPU
of an emergency nature;
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exclusions and limitations
exclusions DPOU
35. Injury sustained as the result of the Insured Person operating
a motor vehicle while not properly licensed to do so in the
jurisdiction in which the motor vehicle accident takes place;
 $PWFSFE&YQFOTFTJODVSSFEGPSXIJDIUIF5SJQUPUIF)PTU$PVOUSZ
was undertaken to seek medical Treatment for a condition;
37. Covered Expenses incurred during a Trip after your Physician has
limited or restricted travel;
 1PMJDZEPFTOPUJOTVSFBHBJOTUMPTTPSEBNBHF JODMVEJOHEFBUI
or injury) and any associated cost or expense resulting directly
from the discharge, explosion or use of any device, weapon or
material employing or involving nuclear fission, nuclear fusion
or radioactive force, or chemical, biological, radiological or
similar agents, whether in time of peace or war, and regardless
of who commits the act regardless of any other cause or event
contributing concurrently or in any other sequence thereto;
39. Sex change operations, or for Treatment of sexual dysfunction or
sexual inadequacy;
 8FJHIUSFEVDUJPOQSPHSBNTPSUIFTVSHJDBM5SFBUNFOUPGPCFTJUZ

/P#FOFGJUTIBMMCFQBZBCMFGPS"DDJEFOUBM%FBUIBOE
%JTNFNCFSNFOUBTUIFSFTVMUPG
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1. Suicide, or attempt thereof, while sane; or self destruction, or any
attempt thereof, while insane, may vary by state of residence;
%JTFBTFPGBOZLJOE#BDUFSJBMJOGFDUJPOT FYDFQUQZPHFOJDJOGFDUJPO 
which shall occur through an accidental cut or wound;
)FSOJBPGBOZLJOE
*OKVSZTVTUBJOFEXIJMFZPVBSFSJEJOHBTBQJMPU TUVEFOUQJMPU 
operator or crew member, in or on, boarding or alighting from, any
type of aircraft;
5. Injury sustained while you are riding as a passenger in any aircraft
B OPUIBWJOHBDVSSFOUBOEWBMJE"JSXPSUIZ$FSUJGJDBUFBOE C OPU
piloted by a person who holds a valid and current certificate of
competency for piloting such aircraft;
"OZDPOTFRVFODF XIFUIFSEJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZ QSPYJNBUFMZ
or remotely occasioned by, contributed to by, or traceable to, or
arising in connection with:
a) war, invasion, act of foreign enemy hostilities, warlike operations
XIFUIFSXBSCFEFDMBSFEPSOPU PSDJWJMXBS
b) mutiny, riot, strike, military or popular uprisinginsurrection,
rebellion, revolution, military or usurped power.
c) acting on behalf of or in connection with any organization
with activities directed towards the overthrow by force of the
Government de jure or de facto or to the influencing of it by
terrorism or violence.
d) martial law or state of siege or any events or causes which
determine the proclamation or maintenance of martial law
or state of siege (Lloyd’s of London has alternative exclusionary
wording. See program summary for details)

exclusions DPOU









7. Service in the military, naval or air service of any country;
8. Flying in any aircraft being used for, or in connection with, acrobatic
or stunt flying, racing or endurance tests;
'MZJOHJOBOZSPDLFUQSPQFMMFEBJSDSBGU
10. Flying in any aircraft being used for, or in connection with, crop
dusting or seeding or spraying, fire fighting, exploration, pipe
or power line inspection, any form of hunting or herding, aerial
photography, banner towing or any experimental purpose;
11. Flying in any aircraft which is engaged in any flight which requires
a special permit or waiver from the authority having jurisdiction
over civil aviation, even though granted;
12. Sickness of any kind;
#FJOHVOEFSUIFJOGMVFODFPGBMDPIPMPSIBWJOHUBLFOESVHTPS
narcotics unless prescribed by a legally qualified Physician or
surgeon;
*OKVSZPDDBTJPOFEPSPDDVSSJOHXIJMFZPVBSFDPNNJUUJOHPS
attempting to commit a felony or to which a contributing cause
was your being engaged in an illegal occupation;
15. While riding or driving in any kind of competition;
5IJTQMBOEPFTOPUJOTVSFBHBJOTUMPTTPSEBNBHF JODMVEJOHEFBUI
or Injury) and any associated cost or expense resulting directly
or indirectly from the discharge, explosion or use of any device,
weapon or material employing or involving nuclear fission, nuclear
fusion or radioactive force, or chemical, biological, radiological
or similar agents, whether in time of peace or war, and regardless
of who commits the act, regardless or any other cause or event
contributing concurrently or in any other sequence thereto.

&YDFTT#FOFGJUT"MMDPWFSBHFT FYDFQU"DDJEFOUBM%FBUIBOE
%JTNFNCFSNFOU TIBMMCFJOFYDFTTPGBMMPUIFSWBMJEBOE
collectible Insurance Indemnity and shall apply only when such
benefits are exhausted.
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additional JOGPSNBUJPO
additional period PGDPWFSBHF

about UIFBENJOJTUSBUPS

Participants whose initial Period of Coverage is less than twelve
 NPOUITNBZBQQMZGPSBOFX1FSJPEPG$PWFSBHF:PVS
original effective date will be used with regards to determining
BOZ1SFFYJTUJOH$POEJUJPOT5IJTPQUJPOJTBWBJMBCMFBTMPOHBT
you continue to meet the Eligibility Requirements. It is important
to note that rates and benefits may change for each subsequent
1FSJPEPG$PWFSBHF""ENJOJTUSBUJWF'FFXJMMCFJODMVEFE
on each notice. This option is not available if you allow coverage
to expire prior to reapplying. If this happens, an entirely new
QSPHSBNNVTUCFQVSDIBTFE 1SFFYJTUJOH$POEJUJPOTXJMMCFHJO
BHBJO "O"EEJUJPOBM1FSJPEPG$PWFSBHFJTBWBJMBCMFJOQFSJPET
BTTIPSUBTEBZTBUBUJNFXIFOQVSDIBTFEVTJOH4FWFO$PSOFST
online system.

.FEJDBMDBSFJTEJGGFSFOUUISPVHIPVUUIFXPSMEBOEQSPWJEJOH
quality medical attention should be the ultimate goal of any
QSPHSBN.PTUDPNQBOJFTBSFOPUQSFQBSFEUPNFFUUIFVOJRVF
OFFETPGUIFTFDVTUPNFST"OPSHBOJ[BUJPONVTUCFFRVJQQFEUP
address foreign currencies, international doctors and hospitals,
as well as unusual claim forms and documents. Liaison Student is
designed and administered by Seven Corners, Inc. The claim and
assistance professionals at Seven Corners collectively have over
250 years of experience in claim processing and administration.

refund PGQSFNJVN
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United States Fire Insurance Company and Certain Underwriters
BU-MPZETPG-POEPO realize that there is uncertainty in
international travel. Refund of total plan cost will only be
considered if written request is received by Seven Corners prior
UPUIF&GGFDUJWF%BUFPG$PWFSBHF*GXSJUUFOSFRVFTUJTSFDFJWFE
BGUFSUIF&GGFDUJWF%BUFPG$PWFSBHF UIFVOVTFEQPSUJPOPGUIF
plan cost may be refunded minus a cancellation fee, provided no
claim has been submitted to Seven Corners for reimbursement.

filing a claim
Filing a claim with Seven Corners is easy. You will receive a
Liaison Student identification card once you are approved
for insurance. When you receive treatment, send the original
JUFNJ[FECJMMTUP4FWFO$PSOFSTXJUIJOOJOFUZ  EBZT BMPOH
with a completed claim form. Eligible bills are automatically
converted from local currencies to US dollars. For payments
of eligible medical expenses, notify Seven Corners of pending
treatments and we can refer you to approved health care
QSPWJEFSTXPSMEXJEF:PVSFPOMZSFTQPOTJCMFGPSZPVSEFEVDUJCMF 
DPJOTVSBODFBNPVOUTBOEOPOFMJHJCMFFYQFOTFT'PSNPSF
details, consult the Program Summary that is provided with your
*%DBSE PSDPOUBDUUIF4FWFO$PSOFST$MBJN%FQBSUNFOU

the insurance DPNQBOZ
Liaison Student is underwritten by United States Fire Insurance
$PNQBOZ States not underwritten by United States Fire Insurance
Company are underwritten by Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s of
London. Please contact Seven Corners for a listing of these states).

seven corners
Since 1993, Seven Corners, Inc. has alleviated many of the
concerns with international travel by providing insurance plans
to private citizens, governments, missionaries, students, and
corporations of various nations around the globe. Each year,
thousands of insureds purchase coverage from Seven Corners in
order to obtain the most comprehensive and reliable products in
the international insurance industry.
Our assistance professionals are experienced in the complexity
BOEJNQPSUBODFPGSFDFJWJOHNFEJDBMDBSFJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZ"TBO
insured of Seven Corners, you can feel confident that there is
TPNFPOFSFBEZUPBTTJTUZPVXJUIBNFEJDBMTJUVBUJPOIPVSTB
EBZ EBZTBXFFL EBZTBZFBS
In California, operating under the name Seven Corners Insurance
Services.
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additional JOGPSNBUJPO

rates
Effective January 1, 2012

wellabroad.com
*OPVSFWFSDIBOHJOHXPSME 4FWFO$PSOFST8FMM"CSPBE¥TFFLT
to prepare individuals and groups with the advanced tools
GPSTVDDFTTGVMUSBWFM8FMM"CSPBE¥PGGFSTNFEJDBM QPMJUJDBMBOE
cultural information and includes many benefits and educational
resources, such as:
 t5FYUNFTTBHJOHBMFSUT3FHJTUFSFEVTFSTSFDFJWFVQEBUFT
regarding weather emergencies, security issues, customs
alerts, and health care or pandemic warnings.
 t1SPWJEFSOFUXPSLEJSFDUPSZ$MJFOUTBOEUSBWFMFSTDBODSFBUF
customized country profiles which allow instant access to
providers in the specified regions to which they are traveling.
 t0OMJOFGPSVNT'FMMPXUSBWFMFSTBOE4FWFO$PSOFSTTUBGGQPTU
experiences and travel tips which can be accessed at any time.
)BQQZUSBWFMTowww.wellabroad.com.

Age Band

Participant

Participant’s
Spouse

Participant’s
Child

monthly/daily

monthly/daily

monthly/daily

U.S. Students Study Abroad
Plan A – 80% Coinsurance / $50 Deductible




























Plan B – 80% Coinsurance / $0 Deductible




























seven corners assist
Plan C – 100% Coinsurance / $50 Deductible
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u.s. provider network QQP  GPSFJHOOBUJPOBMTWJTJUJOHUIF
VOJUFETUBUFT
When you are in the United States, you have the ability to use
any medical provider/facility of your choice. Seven Corners
"TTJTUEPFT IPXFWFS IBWFBMJTUPGSFDPNNFOEFEQSPWJEFST
facilities for you to use. Please visit our website at www.
TFWFODPSOFSTDPNPSDBMMPVSIPVSBTTJTUBODFDFOUFSUP
locate the nearest medical facility. Kindly note that when you
BSFQSFOPUJGZJOH WJTJUJOHBQIZTJDJBOPSNFEJDBMGBDJMJUZ QMFBTF
CFTVSFUPQSFTFOUZPVS*%$BSE
international network VTDJUJ[FOTUSBWFMJOHPWFSTFBT
4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUJTBMFBEJOHQSPWJEFSPGDVTUPNJ[FE
emergency assistance services to international organizations,
corporations, government entities, insurance companies,
and individual travelers. Regardless of the location, Seven
$PSOFST"TTJTUQSPWJEFTWBMVBCMFBTTJTUBODFJOMPDBUJOHUIFCFTU
possible medical treatment.
Seven Corners has access to over 12,000 doctors and hospitals
worldwide. With one phone call, we can assist you in locating
BQIZTJDJBOJOPSEFSUPSFDFJWFUIFDBSFZPVOFFE"EEJUJPOBMMZ 
4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUJTUSBJOFEUPSFBDIPVUTJEFPGPVSOFUXPSL
in order to locate the care you need as quickly as possible.
$POUBDUJOGPSNBUJPOGPS4FWFO$PSOFST"TTJTUJTMPDBUFEPO
ZPVS*%$BSE





























Plan D – 100% Coinsurance / $0 Deductible




























Foreign Nationals Visiting the U.S.
Plan M – 80% Coinsurance / see schedule for deductible




























Plan N – 100% Coinsurance / see schedule for deductible
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administered by

$POHSFTTJPOBM#PVMFWBSE
$BSNFM */
www.sevencorners.com

insurance carrier
Liaison® Student is underwritten by United States Fire Insurance
Company. (States not underwritten by United States Fire Insurance
Company are underwritten by Certain Underwriters at Lloyd’s of London.
Please contact Seven Corners for a listing of these states.)

This brochure is intended as a brief summary of benefits and services, it is not
your policy. If there is any difference between this brochure and your policy, the
provisions of the policy will prevail. Benefits and premiums are subject to change.
ªoCZ4FWFO$PSOFST *OD
Liaison® is a registered trademark of Seven Corners, Inc.
Seven Corners® is a registered trademark of Seven Corners, Inc.
v.12.29.2011

for BEEJUJPOBMJOGPSNBUJPO
BEEJUJPOBMJOGPSNBUJPO
for
Thornabbey Risk Management
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